
Benefits of the Universal Strap
Versatility 
The Universal Strap can be used to cater to multiple support needs 
in different areas of the body. 

Ease of Use
The strap has an easy-grab end tab with a thumb loop, which 
makes it easy to use, remove, and adjust, irrespective of the level 
of hand function.

Durability
The Universal Strap is manufactured with high stretch durable 
neoprene, and can easily be trimmed to the desired length for 
individual needs. Trimming the elastic strap will not lead to fraying.

Universal Elastic Strap
Size Width Length Code

Small 3.0” (8cm) 56” (142cm) 180553

Large 4.5” (11cm) 56” (142cm) 180799

X-Large 6.0” (15cm) 56” (142cm) 101411

Supporting your needs

Universal Elastic Strap 
and Strap Extension

NEW Strap Extension

Size Width Length Code

Small 3.0” (8cm) 28.5” (72.5cm) 182397

Large 4.5” (11cm) 28.5” (72.5cm) 182465

X-Large 6.0” (15cm) 28.5” (72.5cm) 181789

NEW 
Strap Extension

The Bodypoint® Universal 
Elastic Strap has always 
been known for its 
versatility of use as a 
trunk support, abdominal 
support or a positioning 
tool for therapists and 
carers. With the demand and 
need to have larger and longer Universal Straps, Bodypoint® 
has now introduced an Extra Large size, and detachable 
extension accessories that can be easily attached to the  
Universal Straps to increase length.

The NEW Strap Extensions give added 
length while retaining the features of 
the original Universal Elastic Strap. The 
extension accessory simply attaches to 
the hook-and-loop closure at the end of 
the Universal Elastic Strap, extending 
its overall length. The thumb loop end 
hooks onto the end of the extension 
accessory to secure the Universal Elastic 
Strap in place. 
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Air and water pass through the 
Aeromesh® fabric providing a 
complete wash for the client and 
a short drying time for the belt
 

Adjustable hole positions 
allow for easy length 

adjustment 

With grommets - no clamps

With grommets - no clamps

With plastic slides - no clamps

One-piece with Grommets
Type Size Code

With Grommets 

(no clamps)

Large 183073

X-Large 182915

One-piece with Plastic Slides
Type Size Code

With Plastic Slides
Large 184209

X-Large 184131

Two-piece with Grommets
Type Size Code

With Grommets 

(no clamps)

Medium 159795

Large 165321

Optional Extras - Mounting Clamps
Type Size Code

Mounting Clamps
22mm 145453

25mm 145767

The bathroom is commonly regarded as the most dangerous 
room in the home. Bath and shower safety is a major concern 
to people with limited mobility, but most shower chairs and 
baths do not come equipped with safety belts to prevent 
slipping or falling. Rapid-Dry Belts from Bodypoint® provide 
safety without compromising the comfort and health of 
the user. These belts are manufactured from Aeromesh® - a 
breathable and quick dry fabric, and can be used across the 
chest, abdomen, knee and legs, in a bath or shower. This fabric 

allows water and air to pass through it easily, making sure the 
client is bathed completely, and the belt dries quickly after use. 

These belts are flexible to use in a bath or a shower, and can 
be mounted securely on the shower chair or bath with the 
help of grommets or plastic slides. Grommets are spaced 
out for length adjustments, and are manufactured with 
corrosion resistant stainless steel. Rapid-Dry belts are easy 
to remove with the help of side-release buckles for cleaning.

 
Rapid-Dry Belts
Safe and Secure to use in the Bath or Shower

One-piece: This option has padding in the centre, 
which allows for greater comfort. In this design there is one 
Bodypoint® side-release buckle on each side.  
This helps to keep the belt mounted to the chair, when only 
the centre piece requires removing or washing. The belts are 
available, with either grommets or plastic slides  
for mounting purposes.

Two-piece: This option has a Bodypoint® side-release 
buckle in the middle, that is useful when caregivers need 
to remove the belt for transfers without tampering with its 
adjustments.  The belts have grommets for mounting purposes.

  Rapid-Dry Belt - Options 


